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PREFACE 
The present dissertation entitled "SOME N E W SEQUENCE SPACES 
DEFINED BY ORLICZ FUNCTIONS" has been written for the submission 
to Ahgarh Muslim University in partial fullfilment of the requirement of the degree 
of Master of Philosphy. 
The dissertation consists of five chapters, the I chapter is an introductory one 
which runs through the background literature on the development of the subject.lt 
also contains the notation and conventions and some basic definitions which are 
needed throughout the work. 
In chapter II we have discussed a new concept of A-strong convergence with 
respect to an Orhcz function and examined some properties of the resulting sequence 
spaces.It is also shown that if a sequence is A-strongly convergent with respect to 
an Orlicz function then it is A-statistically convergent. 
In chapter III and IV,we have presented a brief account of some difference 
sequence spaces defined by using Orhcz function, we also deal with some inclusion 
relations. 
Chapter V is concerned primarily with some properties of three sequence spaces 
defined using Orlicz function M, which generalize the well known Orhcz sequence 
space IM and strongly summable sequence spaces [C, l,p], [C, l,p]o and [C, l,p]oo-
The disertation ends with a fairly exhaustive bibhography of books and research 
articles consulted for the work. 
ni 
CHAPTER I 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
The primary aim of this section is to recall some basic notations and definitions 
which will be used throughout the dessertation. 
1.1. NOTATIONS 
N :— The set of all natural numbers. 
R := The set of all real numbers. 
C := The set of all complex numbers, 
lim : means lim 
k k—>oo 
sup : means lim. 
k '=>! 
inf : means inf. unless otherwise stated 
k fc>l 
Y^ : means summation over A: = 1 to A; = oo, unless otherwise stated, 
fc 
X := (.Tfc), the sequence whose k''^ term is x^ 
9 := (0,0.0, ), the zero sequence. 
tk := (0,0,.., 1, 0,0,..), the sequence whose fc*'* component is 1 and others are 
zeroes, for all fc G N 
e : = ( l , 1 , 1 , 1 , ) 
p := (pfc), the sequence of strictly positive reals. 
w := [x = Xk) : Xfc e M (or C)}, the space of all sequences, real or complex. 
I: {x ew: Yl\^k\ < oo} 
A; 
0^0 '•= {x e w : sup \Xk\ < oo}, the space of bounded sequences. 
k 
CQ := {x e w : lim \xk\ — 0}, the space of null sequences. 
k 
c := {x G w : lim Xk = I, for some I G C}, the space of convergent sequences. 
k 
ioo, Co, c are Banach spaces with the usual norm 
||x|| =sup|a;fc| 
k 
/i := [a = (ofc) : J2 \^k\ < oo}, the space of absolutely convergent series. 
Woo .= {x ew : sup i J2 \^k\ < oo}, the space of strongly Cesaro-bounded 
n k 
sequences. 
Wo :— {x E w :: lim - X) l^ fel = 0}, the space of strongly Cesaro-null sequences. 
Ip := {x e W-Yl l-'^ fcT < °°} ' 0 < p < oo 
k 
Wp := {x E w : Um ^ X) |a:fc — /|P = 0; for some / G C} 
" k 
In the case 1 < p < oo, the space Ip and Wp are Banach spaces normed by 
11^11 = (EI^^I 
^ k 
and 
p 
IP • 
i.x|| = sup[if^|x,r)', 
respectively. If 0 < p < 1, then Ip and Wp are complete p-normed spaces, 
p-normed by 
and 
n ^ --^ 
k 
respectively. 
The following subspaces of w were first introduced and discussed by Simons 
[48], and Maddox [18] 
l{p) :={xew:Yl l^kf < 00} 
fc 
^oo(p) ••= {x ew : sup |xfc|^ * < 00} 
k 
c{p) := {x € w : lim [0:^ ; - /p* = 0, for some I G C} 
k 
CQ{P) •.= {xew: lim |xjt|P* = 0} fc 
n 
Wooip) •.= {xew: sup(i Yl l^kl^") < °o} 
fe fc=l 
w (p) :={xew: Um(^ ^ kfc " 1^^ )^ = 0, for some / G C} 
fc=i 
woip) -.^ixew: lim(^ E la^ fcl"') = 0} 
" fc=i 
Let p = (pfc) be bounded. Then Co(p) is a linear metric space paxanormed by; 
c;i(a:) = sup|xfc|M, 
fe 
where M = max(l,suppjfc). loo{p) and C{p) are paranormed by gi{x) defined above 
fc 
if and only if inf p^ t > 0. l{p) and w{p) are paranormed by: 
52(^ ) = ( X^ kfc \ M \Pk \ 
respectively. 
Remark 1.1.1. If p^ = p, for all A;, then /oo(p) = loo, C'o(p) = Co, C{p) = C, 
l{p) = I and i(;(p) =^  Wp. 
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1.2. DEFINITIONS 
Definition 1.2.1. A paranorm is a function g : X -^R which satisfies the following 
axioms: for any x, y, XQ E X, X, AQ €. C, 
(i) 9(0) = 0; 
(ii) g{x) = gi-x); 
(iii) g{x + y)< g{x) + g{y) 
(iv) the scalar multiplication is continuous, that is A -> AQ, x -)• XQ imply \x ->• 
AQXO. 
In other words, 
|A - Aol -^ 0, y(x - xo) ->• 0 imply g{Xx - XQXQ) -S- 0. 
A paranormed space is a linear space X with a paranorm g and it is written as 
{X.g). 
Any function g which satisfies all the condition (i)-(iv) together with the con-
dition 
(v) g{x) = 0 if only if x = 6', 
is called a total paranorm on X and the pair {X, g) is called total paranormed 
space. 
Example 1.2.1. Ip is totally paranormed for any p = {pk) E Zoo-
Definition 1.2.2. A seminorm is a function z/ : X —>• M, defined on linear space X 
such that iov aX\ x,y E X. 
(i) u{x) = 0 if X = ^; 
(ii) v{ax) — \a\v{x), for all scalars a; 
(iii) t/(x + y) < i>{x) + u{y) 
The property expressed by (ii) is called absolute homogeneity of v and that 
expressed by (iii) is called subadditivity of v. Thus, a seminorm is a real subadditive 
and absolutely homogeneous function on X. 
Moreover, it follows firom (ii) and (iii) that 
0 = v{e) = v{x + {-x)) < u{x) + u{-x) = 2u{x). 
Whence a seminorm is necessarily nonnegative.Also,a seminorm u is convex on 
X, since ifA + // = l, A > 0 , / i > 0 and x + y ^ X,then 
u{Xx + fiy) < \X\u{x) + |/x)i/(y) = Xu{x) + ^iu(y) 
Example 1.2.2. For each z € C, i/(x) = \x\ defines a seinorm on C. 
Example 1.2.3. vi{x) — sup |a:„| and ^^{x) = | limx„| defines a seminorms v\ and 
1/2 on the linear space c of all convergent subsequences x — (x^). 
Remark 1.2.1. Every seminormed space is a paranormed but not conversely. 
Excunple 1.2.4. Consider the paranorm g on /p,where g{x) = ^ \xk\^*' and Pk = \-, 
for all fc G N. Let x=(0,I,0,0 ), then g{2x) < 2g{x). Thus g is not a seminorm. 
Definition 1.2.3. Let X and Y be two nonempty subsets of the space W. Let 
A — (a„fc), {n,k = 1,2, ) be an infinite matrix with elements of real or complex 
numbers. 
We write 
k 
Then Ax = {An{x)) is called the A-transform of x. 
Also 
Mm Ax = lim AJx) 
n n—>-oo 
whenever it exists. If x 6 X imphes Ax G Y, we say that A defines a (matrix) 
transformation form X into Y and we denote ithy A: X ^Y. 
By {X, Y) we mean the class of matrices A such that A: X -^Y. By {X, Y) 
we denote the subset of {X, Y) for which Umits or sums are preserved. 
If >\r is a space of complex sequences x = (a;^), we denote the continuous dual 
of X by X', that is the set of all continuous linear functional on X. 
For a Banach space X,X' is the dual Banach space of continuous linear func-
tionals on X with 
11/11 = sup{|/(a;)| : \\x\\ < 1}; 
/ e X ' if and only if | | / | | < oo; 
1/(^ )1 < MWfl 
Definition 1.2.4. A continuous fimction M : R -» R is called convex if 
If in addition, the two sides of above are not equal for u ^ v, then we call M 
to be strictly convex. 
Definition 1.2.5. A continuous function M : K -)• R is said to be uniformly convex 
if for any e > 0 and any tto > 0 there exists 5 > 0 such that 
M f —-— J < (1 - 5)—^—^ ^—^, for all w,w G R 
satisfying \u~v\> emax{|M|, \v\} > euQ. 
Remark 1.2.2. If M is convex function and M(0) = 0, then M(Xx) < XM(x) for 
all A wi thO< A < 1. 
Definition 1.2.6 We always denote by {G,E,fj,), the lebesgue measue space in 
a Euclidean space with 0 < /iG < oo and by M, iV a pair of Orhcz functions 
complementary to each other. Moreover, for a measurable function u on G, we 
introduce its modular by 
PM(U)= I M(u{t))dt. 
Then the Orhcz space LM and its subspace EM are defined as follows: 
LM = {u : PM{^U) < oo for some A > 0, 
EM = {^  '• PM{^U) < OO for all A > 0. 
1.3. SOME INEQUALITIES. 
The following inequality will be used throghout this dessertation. 
For any a, 6 G C, 
|a + 6| < \a\ + |6|, is called Triangle inequality. [1.3.1] 
Let p = (pk) be a sequence of positive real numbers with 0 < Pk < suppk = G 
and let D = max(l, 2'^"^) For afe,&fc G C, the set of complex numbers, we have 
K+6fer<D|iafcr+i6,r|. [1.32] 
1.4. MODULAR SPACES A N D ORLICZ SPACES. 
Let X be a real vector space . A functional g : X —^ \f),oo\ is called a modular if 
(7) Q{X) ^ 0 if and only if x = 9; 
{it) g{ax) — g{x) for all scalar a with \a\ = 1; 
(ill) g{ax -f Py) < g{x) -t- g{y), for all x, y e X and a, (3 > 0 with a + /? = 1 
If ^ is a modular ui X , we define 
X^ = {x^X : lim ^(Ax) = 0} 
A-+0+ 
and 
X* = {x ^ X : g{Xx) < oo for some A > 0}. 
It IS clear that Xg Q X* If p is a convex modular, for x ^ Xgwe define 
| N | = i n f { A > 0 : ^ ( ^ ) < l } . [14 1] 
It is known that if ^ is a convex modular on X , then Xg — X* and 11.11 is a norm 
on Xg for which it is a Banach space. The norm ||.|| defined as in [1.4.1] is clUed 
the Luxemburg norm 
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The following known results gave some relationships between the modular Q and the 
Luxemburg norm 11.11 on Xg. 
Theorem M. 
(i) [19, Theorem 1.4]. Let ^ be a convex modular on X and let x £ Xg and (x„) be 
a sequence in Xg. Then ||a;„ - a;|| -> 0 as n -f oo if and only if g(X(xn - x)) -^ 0 as 
n -> oo for every A > 0 . 
(ii) [19, Theorem 1.4]. Let ^ be a continuous convex modular on X . Then 
(a) ||x|| < 1 if and only if Q(X) < 1, 
(b) ||x|| < 1 if and only if Q{X) < 1, 
(c) ||a;|| = 1 if and only if Q{X) = 1. 
An Orhcz function is a function M : [0, oo) —>• [0, oo) which is continuous, 
nondecreasing and convex with M(0), M{x) > 0 for x > 0 and M{x) —> oo, as 
X -^ oo. 
If convexity of M is replaced by M{x + y) < M{x) + M(y), then it is called 
a Modulus funtion, defined and discussed by Nakano [32], Ruckle [35], Maddox [18] 
and others. 
An Orhcz function M can always be represented in the following integral form 
M{x) = J^ v{^)dt, where r/ is known as the kernel of M , is right differentiable 
for t > 0 ,T;(0) = 0 , rj{t) > 0, 77 is non-decreasing and rj{t) —>• 00 as i -> 00 
Note that an Orlicz function satisfies the inequality 
M{Xx) < XM{x) for all A with 0 < A < 1. 
Lindesstrauss and Tzafriri [12] used the idea of Orlicz sequence space; 
IM •= \x ew -.y^ M ( i - ^ ) < oo, for some p> 0> 
\ t[ P J 
which is Banach space with the norm the norm 
||a:||M = i n f | p > 0 : f ; M ( l ^ ) < l | . 
For more details on Orhcz sequence spaces we refer to [5],[6],[9] and [12]. 
Remark 1.4.1. If M is convex function and M(0) = 0, then M{Xx) < \M{x) for 
all A with 0 < A < 1. 
We say that an Orlicz function M satisfies the Zig - condition {M E A2 for short ] 
if there exist constant k>2 and UQ> Q such that 
M{2u) < KM(u) 
whenever |u| < UQ. 
Proposition 1.4. Let M be an Orlicz function and x £ IM-
(i) I f | | x | | < l , t h e n e < | | x | | . 
(ii) If ||x|| > 1, t h e n ^ > ||x||. 
(iii) If M e 62, then ||x|| = 1 =:^ QM{X) = 1 
Proof. See [5,Theorem 1.38 and Theorem 1.39]. 
CHAPTER II 
A- STRONG CONVERGENT SEQUENCE 
DEFINED BY ORLICZ FUNCTION 
2.1. PRELIMANIRIES AND INTRODUCTION. 
Let A = An be a non decreasing sequence of positive reals tending to infinity 
and Ai = 1 and An+i < A„ + 1. The generalized da la valee-Pousin means is defined 
by; 
kein 
Where /„ = [n — A„+i, n]. A sequence x — (xk) is said to be {V, A)-suminable to 
a number / if t„(x) —> / as n ^ oo. Define: 
\V, A]o = < X = Xfc : lim 3^ J ] |3;fc| = 0 I, 
[V,X] — <x = Xk : hm — V^ l^ f^c — e^( = 0 for some / G C > 
kein 
and 
I " k€l„ ) 
for the sets of sequences that are are strongly summable to zero, strongly sum-
mable and strongly bounded by the de la Vallee-Pousin method. In the special case 
where A„ = n, for n = 1,2,3 , the sets [y, A]o,[V,A] and [V, A]oo reduces to the 
sets 14^ 0, ^ and W^o introduced and studied by Maddox[20]. 
Let M be an Orlicz function and p = (pk) be any sequence of strictly positive 
real numbers. E.Savas and R.Savas defined the following sequence spaces: 
[V, M,p] = L = x,: lim - ^ V \M(^-^^^-^) 
Pk >, 
= 0 for some / and/? > 0 >, 
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[V,M,p]o = \x = Xk:lim~Y luf 
and 
[V, M,p]^ = }x = Xk:lim — sup Ml 
Iffel 
P 
Pk 
0 for some p > 0 
Pk 
< oo for some p > 0 
Remark 2.1.1. When pfc = 1 for all k, then denote [y,M,j9], [F,Af,p]o and [V,M,pl 
as [V, M], [V, M]o and [V, M]^. U x e [V, M] we say that x is A-strongly 
gent with respect to the Orlicz function M. 
conver-
Remark 2.1.2. If M{x) = x, pk = l for all k, then [V, M,p] = [V, A], [V, M,p] = 
[V,X]o and [V,M,PU = [V,X]OC. 
2.2. MAIN RESULTS. 
Theorem 2.2.1. For any Orlicz function M and any sequence p = {Pk) of strictly 
positive real numbers, [V, M,p], [F, M,p]o and [V, M,p]oo are linear spaces over the 
set of complex numbers. 
Proof: Let x,y e [V, M, p]o and a, /5 e C. 
In order to prove the result we need to find p3 > 0 such that 
'\aXk + Pyk^^^^'' 
kel, 
lim-^y" M( 
P3 
0. 
Since x,y e [V, M,p]o, there exists some positive pi and p2 such that 
lim-lV M 
kein "-
Ffcl 
Pi 
Pk 
= 0 
and Pfc 
= 0. 
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Define /?3 - max(2|Q!|pi,2|/3|p2). 
Since M is non decreasing and convex, 
k&In ^ 
M 
P3 
Pk 
< hE An fee/„ \ P3 P3 , 
< - F -
fce/n 
M l ' l ^ + Mfl^^ 
Pi 
^^E An 
ifce/n 
^ l ^ ^ ^ / l y . 
Pi 
VP2 / 
Pk 
P2 
^ 4 E 
+D-
k£ln 
M\ Ffel 
Pi 
Pk 
Pfc 
-4 0 as n —> cx) 
(from equation [1.3.2]) 
Where D = max(l, 2*^"^), G = suppk, so that ax + Py e [V, M,p]o. 
Let x,y € [K, M,p], and a,P E C. In order to show that [V,M,p] is a hnear 
space we need to find some p3 > 0 such that 
n X„ ^-^ 
fee/n 
M \axk + pyk ~ l\ 
P3 
Pk 
0 for some / and p > 0. 
Since x,y E [V, M,p\, there exists some positive pi and p2 such that 
An 
-te/n 1-
M 
hm^y Ml 
a^ fc - ^ 1 
Pi 
\yk - ^2! 
pi 
Pfc 
Pk 
0 and /i > 0 
0 and I2 > 0. 
Define ps = max(2|a|/?i, 2|/?|p2). 
Since M is non decreasing and convex, / = max(Zi, I2) 
\ r 
M \axk + Pyk\ -I 
P3 
Pk 
< 
Xr E 'j^fl^^k^zlA + l/^ f^c - 2^! P3 Pa 
T P * 
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<-y- M ' \ x k - l Pi H + M I '\yk-h\' 
iPk 
<-^E An fce/n 
Mf^-^^^-^ + Mi 
\ P2 /. 
< 4E An 
fee In 
M 
Pi \ P2 
Pi 
^-h'A V P2 J 
Pk 
—>• 0 as n —> oo 
(from equation [1.3.2]) 
Where D = max(l , 2*^"^), G = suppfe, so that ax + /3y e [V, M, p]. 
Similarly we can show that [V,M,p]oo is a linear space over the set of complex 
numbers. 
T h e o r e m 2.2.2. For any OrUcz function M and a bounded sequence p = (pk) of 
strictly positive real numbers, [V, M, p]o is a total paranormed spaces with 
^(:r)^inf{p^:('X:k(—) 
P * \ H 
<1, n = l , 2 , . . . } . 
Proof; g{—x) = ini{pn : I ^ M ( ^ 
Pk\ 77 
< 1 , n = l ,2 , . . .} 
= inf{p^:(5] ^1 Ffc TPfc^ < 1 , n = l ,2 , . . .} 
By using theorem (2.2.1), for a = /? = 1, we get 
^(x + '(/) <g{x)+g{y). 
Suppose that x = 0, then since M(0) = 0, we get 
i n f | p P " i / l = 0 ^ ^ ( x ) = 0 for x = 0. 
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Conversely, suppose g{x) — 0, then 
inf{p^ : ( Y^ M\ Ffcl 
Pfc\ Ti 
< 1 } = 0. 
This impHes that for e > 0, there exists some p^ {0 < pe < e) such that 
Pk\ h 
^E An M \=Ck\ 
Pk^ 
^ ^ E An k ^ M 
Ffc 
< 1. 
Suppose Xnm 7^  0 for some m e In- Let e -)• 0, then ( ^ ^ I -4 oo it follows that 
Ml l^ ""*! 
Pfc 
oo. 
Which is a contradiction. Therefore Xnm — 0 for each m. Finally we show that 
scalar multiplication is continuos. Let // be any complex number. Then by definition 
we have; 
g{^ix) = inf \p^ • [Y 
k "-
M iP-Xk] 
Pk\ H 
= i n f | ( H . ) ^ : ( ^ M 1^ 
P 
Pk^ 
< 1, n = l,2, 
< 1 , n = l,2,...y 
Where s = A 
Since {nl^" < max(l, | / / | ^ "P^ ) , we have 
g(nx) < niax(l, I A ^ ^ P ^ ) * inf | S ^ : ( J ] M FA 
Pk^ 
< 1, n = l,2,. . 
<msix{l,\X\")Tr.g(f,x). 
Which converges to zero as x converges to zero in [V, M,p]o. 
Now suppose /i„ -> 0 and x be a fixed element in [V, M,p]o. 
For arbitrary f > 0, let N be a positive integer such that 
Pk / \ H 1 
A„ E M \Xk\ < I - J for some p > 0 and all n> N. 
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This implies that 
M \^k\ 
Pk 
< - for some p > 0 and all n > N. 
Let 0 < |/i| < 1, using convexity of M, ior n > N, we get 
-y M\ '\^lXt, 
kein •-
Pk 
< 
-y 
k&I„ 
NMj \^k\ - < ( ! ) " 
Since M is continuous everywhere in [0, oo], then for n < TV 
m = ±E 
kein 
M (¥) Pk is continuous at 0. 
So there exists 1 > S > 0 such that \f{t)\ < I f ioi 0 < t < 5. 
H 
Let K be such that \ii^\ < cx) for m> K, then for m > A' and n < N 
Thus 
kein 
j^l \fimxk\ Pk\ ^ 
< 2-
fcG/„ 
Pk 
< e. 
for m > K and all n, so that ^(/ix) —)• 0 (/x —>• 0). 
Theorem 2.2.3. For any Orlicz function M which satisfies A2-condition, we have 
[V,X]C[V,M]. 
Proof: Let x e [V, X] then 
^n = T- 2 j l^ f^e - /| ^ 0 as n -^ oo for some /. 
fc€/„ 
7"nA„ = X] |xfc - /( -> 0 as n -^ oo. 
k£l„ 
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Let € > 0 and choose 6 such that 0 < ^ < 1 such that M{t) < e for 0 <t < 6. 
Let T/fc = |xfc — /| and consider 
Where the first summation is over yk < S and the second smnmation t/k > 5. 
Since M is continuous 
Y^KXnt that is ^ M{\yk\) < A„e. 
yk>6 
Now for yk,> (^ , we use the fact that 
Since M is non decreasing and convex 
M{yk) < M(l + r ^ f c ) < M(l) + M(r^yfe) 
<M{^-.2) + MC-.25-'y,). 
Since M satisfies A2-condition. 
M(yfc) < ^ii:M(2) -f \K5-'ykM{2) 
< M{y,) < \Kyk6-'M{2) + \K5-'yuM{2) 
(since y^ > S => yk5~^ > 1) 
< i^rVfcM(2). 
Hence E2M(|/fc) < /^r iM(2)A„T„ 
This iniphes that 
fce/n 1 2 
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yielding therby [V, X] C [V, M]. 
Remark 2 .2 .1 . The method of the proof of theorem (2.2.3) shows that for any 
Orhcz function M which satisfies A2-condition, we have [V, X]o C [V, M]o and 
[V,XUC[V,MU. 
Theorem 2.2.4. Let 0 < pk < Qk and ( ^ ) be bounded. Then [V, M, q] C 
[V,M,p]. 
Proof: Let x € [V, M, q] Write tk = Mi^ 
Ik 
and At = ^ . 
"jfc 
Since pk < Qk, therefore 0 < Afc < L Take 0 < A < Ajt. Define; 
tk tk>l 
Uk 0 tk < 1-
Vk = 
tk 
tk>l 
tk < 1. 
So tk = Uk + Vk and t^ .* = -u^ * + v,,'' 
Now it follows that M^*= < Uk < tk, and vj^'' < v^. 
Therefore 
kGin k&In \ kGin / 
This implies that 
1 
An 
Ml \xk - /| 
^fc-?^ 
" < i E An 
feG/„ 
M kfe - ^1 
0 as n —^  oo 
Since X e{V,M,q] and Wfe = 0, ife > 1-
This implies that 
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This implies that x G [V, M,p]. 
3;*; - / | p* 0 as n —> 00. 
2.3. A-Statistical Convergence. 
A sequence x = (xfc) is said to be A-Statistically Convergent or s^-Statistically 
Convergent to L if for every e > 0 
l i m ^ | { A : G / „ : | x ; , - L | > e } | = 0 , 
where the vertical bars indicate the number of elements in the enclosed set. In this 
case we write s^ —limx = L ox x^ —>• L{s\) and «> = {x : 3L € K : s^ —limx = L}. 
Theorem 2.3.1. For any OrUcz function M, [V,M] C «>. 
Proof: Let x 6 [V, M] and e > 0. Then 
" fce/n ^ 
Xk--l\'\ ^ J_ 
P / A n E A^  
\Xk - / | 
An \P 
k e In •• \xk - L\ > e 
Hence x G s^. 
This imphes that [V^ , M] C Sx-
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CHAPTER III 
DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE SPACES DEFINED 
BY ORLICZ FUNCTIONS 
3.1. PRELIMANIRIES AND INTRODUCTION. 
Kizmaz [11] defined the sequence spaces 
X{A) = {x = (xk) : (Axk) e X} 
for X — loo,c,Co where Ax = Axk = {xk — Xk+i). 
Let U be the set of all sequences u such that u^ ^ 0 {k = 1,2,- • •). Then Malkowsky 
[24] defined the following sequence spax:es: 
/oo(tt, A) = {x eu : (ukixk - Xk+i))kLi e ^oo}, 
c{u, A) = {x eu : {uk{xk - Xk+i))'k=i ^ c}, 
co(u, A) = {x e a; : {uk{xk - Xk+i))t=i ^ Q)} where ueU. 
Later on Mursaleen et al.[28] defined the sequence spaces. 
/oo(A, M) = \x = (xk) : supM(-' —) < oo for some p > 0 >, 
[ k>o P } 
c(A,M) = ( x = (xfc) : hin M ( ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ) = 0, for somep > 0,/ € c l [3.1.1] 
[ fe-»-oo p J 
Co(AM) = [x = (xfc) : lim M ( ^ ^ ) = 0 for somep > o l , 
[ fc^oo p J 
for an Orlicz function M and showed that these spaces are Banach spaces with norm 
|x|U = inf | p > 0 : s u p E f c > o M ( j ^ ) < l } -
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C.Asma [3] generalized the notion as follows: 
loo(u, A, M) = <x — (xk) : supMf — — 1 < oo for some p> 0>, 
I k>0 \ P J } 
c{u,A,M) = lx = {xk) : lim M M " ' ' ^ ^ ^ * - ^ = 0, for somep > 0,Z e c l , 
CO(M,A,M) = lx = {xk): Urn M ( ' ^ ^ ^^ ^ j = 0 for s o m e p > o l , 
for an Orlicz function M and u ^U and showed that these spaces are normed 
spaces with norm 
||z|U„ =inf | p > 0 : S U P E , > O M ( ^ ) < l} 
If we take Xk instead of Axk, we get the following sequence spaces: 
looiu, M) ^ <x = (xfc) : sup MI LA±L ] < oo for some p > 0 >, 
I k>Q \ P J ) 
c(«,M) = |x=:(xfc) : lim M ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J = 0 , for somep > 0,/G C I , 
co{u,M) ^ \ x ^ (xk) : lim MO-^^^J = 0 for some p > o l . 
Let p — (pk) be any sequence of positive real numbers. Mmsaleen et. al.[28] defined 
the sequence spaces [3.1.1] for an Orlicz function M and showed that these spaces 
[3.1.1] are paranormed spaces with 
G(x) = .nf{p«>0:{.„pg(M(^))'*}*<l}. 
Where H = max(l,sup^>oPfc). 
Given u e U, C.Asma and R.Colak [2] defined the sequence spaces: 
/oo(w, A,p) = {x eu: {uk{xk - Xfc+i))£i e loo{p)}, 
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c{u, A,p) = (x € a;: {ukixk - Xk+i))^=i € c{p)}, 
Co{u,A,p) = {xeaj: (uk{xk - Xk+i))tLi ^ Coip)}-
Later on C.Asma [3] generalized the notion as follows: 
loo{u,AM,p) = lx = (xk) : sup (ur-^^i^jj < oo for some p>o\, 
c(u, A,M,p) = L ^ (xk) : l^im /^jy^/K^^^ - ^ h V " = Q, for somep > 0,/ G c | , 
co{u,A,M,p) = lx = (xk): lim ( M ( J ^ ^ ^ J j = 0 , for some p > o l . 
If we take pfc=constant for all k, then looiu, A, M,p) = loo{u, A, M), 
c{u,A,M,p) = c{u,A,M) and co{u,A,M,p) = C(U,A,M). The sequence spaces 
are paraormed spaces with 
P O H^  
G„(a:) = i n f | p ^ > 0 : | s u p E . > o ( ^ M ( ^ ^ ^ j j | < 1 j . 
Where H = max(l,supfc>oPfc)-
If we take Xk instead of Ax^jthen we have the sequence spaces: 
ZOO(M, M,P)= {X = (xk) : sup(M(J^^^^))P^ < oo} for some p > o l , 
I fc>o '' J 
c(u, M,p) = \x = (xk) : lim (M( '"^^^^ ~ ^ m^'' = 0, for somep > 0,/G c j , 
[^  fc^oo p J 
Co(u, M, j;) == { a: = (xk) : lim (M(^?^^))P '= - 0, for some p > 0 I. 
I k—KX P I 
3.2. MAIN RESULTS 
Theorem 3.2.1. looiu, A, M) is a Banach space with norm 
|NU„=inf|p>0:supJ]M(^J^^)<l' 
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Proof: Let {x^) be any any Cauchy sequence in ioo(w, A, M), where 
(x') = ( 4 ) - {x\,xi, •••)€ U{u, A, M) 
for each i E N. Let r, XQ > 0 be fixed. Then for each ; ^ > 0, there exists a positive 
integer N such that 
| | ( X ^ - X ^ ) | | A „ < 4 , for a U i J > N . 
Using the definition of norm we get 
s u p M f M ^ ^ ^ ^ ) < l , f o r a l l i J > N . 
Hence we can find r > 0 with M ( ^ ) > 1 such that 
Since M is non decreasing function, this impUes that 
\ui,{Axl~Axi\) ^ rxp 
This impUes that 
M A 4 - a i ) | < ^ 4 = f. 
Since Ufc 7^  0 for all k , we have 
| A 4 - A 4 | < I for all ,^ J > N. 
Hence {AxD is a Cauchy sequence in R.Therefore for each e (0 < e < 1), there 
exists a positive integer R such that |Ax^ - Axk\ < e for all i > N. Using the 
continuity of M , we can find that 
/\uk(Axi~ lira Axi)\\ 
sxipMl ^ :^^ 2i_Jl-] <i. 
k>N \ P J -
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Taking infinum of such p's we get 
inf | p > 0 : s^p,>^ M ( ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ( ^ ^ ^ ) < 1} < e. 
For all J > N and j ->• 00. Since (x^^) e /oo(w, ^ , M), and M is an Orlicz func-
tions hence continuous,it follows that x e loo{% A, M).Thus loo{u, A, M) is complete. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let M be an Orhcz function which satisfies Aa-condition.Then 
(i) / O O ( M , A , M ) C / O O ( W , A , M ) 
(ii) c{u, A) c c{u, A, M) 
(iii) co(u,A)cco(w,A,M). 
Proof(i): Let x — (xk) € /OO(M, A) 
where l^{u, A) = {x = (xk) : {uk{xk - Xk+i))t=i e loc}-
This imphes that 
P — p 
This implies that 
^ / ( u ^ j ^ \ ^ M(—\ < KIM(N) for all values of A^  and / > 1. 
(By A2-condition) 
Hence, supAff ^^^^^^ ) < 00. 
x = (xk) e loo(u,A,M). 
/OO(M,A) C / O O ( M , A , M ) . 
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(ii): Let x — (xk) € c(u, A) 
where c{u, A) = {x = (xk) : (uk{xk - Xjt+i))^! e c}. 
lim UkAxk = I, / e C. 
fe—»-oo 
lim \ukAxk — /| = 0, Z G C. 
fc—>oo 
^ lim hth^hdl = 0 p > 0. 
=» lim M^J^^^4^^ = 0 , i G C and p > 0. (SinceM(O) = 0) 
^ x^ (xk) e c{u,A,M). 
=> c{u, A) C c{u, A, M). 
(iii): Let x = (xk) & CO(M, A) 
where Co(u, A) = {x = (a;^ ) ; {uk{xk - a:A:+i))fcli ^ CQ}. 
=4> lim UkAxk = 0. 
lim J^ ^^ ^^ ^ = 0 , p > 0. 
fc-v 
lim M( 1^^4^ ) = 0 , p > 0. (SinceM(O) = 0) 
=^x = (xk)eco{u,A,M). 
=> CQ(U,A) CCO{U,A,M). 
Theorem 3.2.3. loo{u, A, M,p) is a complete paranormed space with 
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G„(x) = inf | p ^ : I sup ( ^ M ( l ^ ) y ' l < 1. 
Proof. Let (x') be a cauchy sequence in loo{u, A, M,p). Let r > 0 and XQ be fixed. 
Then for each ^ > 0, there exists a positive integer N such that 
GJx' - x^) < — , for all i, j > N. 
rxo 
Using the definition of paranorm we get 
fc>0 
Thus 
sfK^m^F-' --'•^ '^^  
It follows that 
Hence we can find r > 0 with M ( ^ ) > 1, such that 
^('"tg:ff^'><^ 
This implies that 
This implies that \uk{Axl — Aa:^)! < ^ ; : ^ = f • Since ?ifc 7^  0 for all A; , we 
have 
\Axi - Axil < ^ for all i,j > N. 
Hence (Ax^) is a Cauchy sequence in K. Therefore for each e(0 < e < 1), there 
exists a positive integer R such that {Axi - Axk\ < t for all i > N. Using the 
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continuity of M , we can find that 
, M A 4 - limA4)k 
supM( '-^ ) < 1. 
k>N \ P / 
Thus 
. . . \uk{Axi - lun A 4 ) I \ \ P O F 
Isnp M '-^ )) <1. 
fc>N \ V P 
Taking infinum of such p's we get 
mfL>0:supMfMM^^M)<ll<, 
I fc>N V P J ) 
For all j >N and j ->• oo. Since (x '^^ ) e l^iu, A, M,p), and M is an Orlicz function, 
hence continuous,it follows that x e /oo(w, A, M,p). Thus loo{u, AM,p) is complete 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.4. Assume that 0 < p^ < A^: < oo for each k. Then there exists some 
p > 0 such that 
co{u,A,M,p) CcQ{u,A,M,q). 
Proof. Let x E co(u, A, M,p). Then there exists some p > 0 such that 
Hm (MO-^^^^Y'^O. 
This implies that 
for sufficiently large k , since Orlicz function is nondecreasing . Hence we get 
fc^oo \ y p ) ) fc^oo V V P ) ) 
This implies that 
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lim (MO-^^^Y" <0. 
fc—>oo 
This implies that 
This implies that x G co(w, A, M, q). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.5. 
(i) Let 0 < inf pfc < pfc < 1. Then 
Coin, A, M,p) C co(«, A, M). 
(ii) Let 1 < pfc < suppfc < oo. Then 
fc 
co(«,A,M)Cco(«,A,M,p). 
Proof.(i) Let x E CQ{U, A, M,p), that is 
^^~k^ 
lim (Mfi!^^^^^ 
Pk 
0. 
Since 0 < inf p^ <Pk ^ 1) 
lim (M(^^^^'^^ 
k-^oo \ \ p 
This imphes that 
< hm ( M 
k—¥oo 
\UkAXk Pk 
= 0. 
l^irn ( M ( ^ ^ ^ 1 1 =0. 
Hence x e CQ{U,AM). 
(ii) Let Pk > I for each A; and supp^ < oo. 
fc 
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Suppose that x e co(u, A, M).Then 
This imphes that for each e(0 < e < l) there exists a positive integer N such 
Urn ( MI ^— ^ ) ) -= 0 for some p>0. 
k—¥oo 
that 
^ /KAxfc l J J ^ ^ f^ j. ^^ ^ > ^ 
Since 1 < Pk < supp^ < oo, we have 
• \ukAx 
A:-+oo y Y p II k-^ca \ \ . . < e < 1. A:-+oo 
Therefore x 6 Co(u, AM,p). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.6. Let (pfc) be bounded and M be an Orhcz function.Then 
(i) l^{u,M,p) c loo{u,A,M,p) 
(ii) c{u, M, p) C c{u, A, M, p) 
(iii) co(t i ,M,p)cco(u,A,M,p). 
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CHAPTER IV 
ON SOME DIFFERENCE SEQUENCE SPACES 
DEFINED BY A SEQUENCE OF ORLICZ 
FUNCTION 
4.1. PRELIMANIRIES AND INTRODUCTION. 
Let p = (pk) be a sequence of strictly positive real numbers. Nanda [40] (1984) 
defined: 
[c,p]= < X = (xk) : lim - ^ \xk+s - L\P'' = 0, uniformly in s >, 
^ "^  fe=i '' 
[c,p]o = < X = (xk) : lim - ^ kfc+sl'"' = 0, uniformly in s L 
^ ^ fe=i ^ 
[c,p] = lx = (xfc) : sup - V ] Ixk+sl^" < oo L 
Let M = Mfc be a sequence of Orlicz functions. Mursaleen et al. [30] (2001) 
defined the following sequence spaces: 
/oo(M, A) - | x = {xk) : sup(Affc(f^)) < o o j , 
co(M,A) = | x = ( x f c ) : ( M f c ( l ^ ) ) - > 0 , fc^ooj. 
Asma Bektas [4] defined the following sequence sets 
[c, MMi^n = {x = {xk) : lim - V[Mfc(|A-Xfc+, - L^Y" = 0, I k n ^—' 
'^  fc=i 
uniformly in s, for some p > 0 and L > 0 > 
[c, M,p]o(A-) = L ^ (xk) : lim - j^i^kdA'^^k+sDr = 0, 
"^  ^ fc=i 
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uniformly in s, for some p> 0>, 
and 
[c, M,p]oo(A"') = L = (xk) : sup ^ Yl[Mk(\A"'xk+s\)]'"' < oo, for some ^ > o | . 
Remark 4.1.1. If Mfc(x) = x, for every k then [c, M,p](A'") = [c,p](A"»), 
[c,M,p]o(A-) = [a,p]o(A-) and [c,M,p]oo(A-) = [c,pU{A^). 
Remark 4.1.2. When pk = 1, for all k then [c,M,p](A"^), [c, M.pJoCA"*) and 
[c,M,p]<^(A-) are denoted by [c,M,](A™), [c,M,]o(A^) and [c,M,UiA"'), re-
spectively. 
4 . 2 . M A I N R E S U L T S 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let M = (Mk) be a sequence of OrUcz functions. Then the 
following are equivalent : 
(i) [c,p]oo(A-)C[c,M,p]^(A-) 
(ii) [c,p]o(A-)C [c,M,p]oo(A-) 
(iu) s u p i f : [ M , ( ^ ) n < o o it,p>0). 
Proof (i) ^ (ii): 
Let (i) holds. To verify (ii) it is enough to show that 
[c,p]o(A-)C[c,p]oo(A'"). 
Let X e [c,p]o(A'"), then for e > 0 ,3 n G N such that 
1 " 
l im-VlA '^Xfc+ . r < e . 
Hence there exists K > 0 such that 
s u p - V l A ' ^ X f c + . r < K 
n < ' s,n IT- , . 
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Also from (i) 
[c,p],o(A'")C[c,M,p]^(A-). 
(4.2.1) and (4.2.2) implies that 
[c,p]o{A^)C[c,M,pU{An-
(4.2.1) 
(4.2.2) 
(ii) => (iii): 
Let (ii) holds. Suppose (iii) does not hold. Then for some t,p> 0 
Mfc U 
Pk 
= oo 
and therefore there is a sequence (nj) of positive integers such that 
-E M, 
. - 1 Pk 
> i, ^ = 1,2,3. 
Define x = (xfc) by 
Xk 0 
l < A ; < n i , z-^1,2 
A; > Tii. 
7 ) 
(4.2.3) 
Then x e [c,p]o(A'"), but by equation (4.2.3) x ^ [c, M,p]^{A"'). Which contradicts 
(ii).Hence (iii) must hold. 
(iii) => (i): 
Let (iii) holds and x e [c,p]oo(A"*). Suppose x ^ [c,M,p]^{A"'). Then 
1 " 
sup - Y^ Mfc |A-3:;,+,| 
Pfc 
= oo. (4.2.4) 
Let t = |A"*x-fc+s| for each k and fixed s. Then by equation (4.2.4) 
" fc=i 
Mfc ! 
Pk 
~ oo. 
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Which contradicts (iii).Hence (i) must hold. 
Theorem 4.2,2. Let 1 < pjk < oo.Then the following statements are equivalent for 
a sequence of OrUcz function M — M^: 
(i) [c,M,p]o(A'")C[c,p]o(A-); 
(ii) [c,M,p]o(A-)C[c,p]^(A-); 
( i i i ) i n f ^ E 
" "fc=i 
M. 
Pk 
> 0 {t,p>0). 
Proof, (i) => (ii): 
Suppose (i) holds.Now to show (ii) it is enough to show that 
[c,p]o(A-) C [c,pU^n-
Let X e [c,p]o(A'") then for e > 0 3 n e N such that 
1 " 
l im-V|A"'xfe+, |P'=<€. 
n n k=l 
Hence 3K > 0 such that 
s u p l i m - V | A ' " x f c + , r < K 
=>xG[r:,/;]oo(A"'). 
=^[c,p]o(A-)C[c,p]oo(A-). 
Also from (i) 
[c,M,p]o(A-)C[c,p]o(A-). 
From (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) we get 
[c,M,p]o(A-)C[c,p]oo(A'"). 
(ii) => (iii): 
Let (ii) holds.Suppose (iii) does not hold .Then 
Pk 1 i n f i y 
n n k=l 
MJI 0 ( t , p > 0 ) . 
(4.2.5) 
(4.2.6) 
(4.2.7) 
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We can choose an index sequence (jii) such tha t 
1 
rii ^ 
M. 
Pk 
<i-' (i = l ,2, . . . .) 
Define x = Xk 
Xk 0 
1 < k < rii, z = 1,2, 
Thus by equation (4.2.7), x e [c, M,p]o(A'"), but x ^ [c,p]oo{A'") which contradicts 
(ii). Hence (iii) must hold. 
(iii) ^ (i): 
Let (iii) hold and x e [c, M,p]o(A"'), that is 
n 
lim-y 
n n fc=l 
Mfc 
|A-Xfc+, Pk 
= 0, uniformly in s. (4.2.8) 
Suppose x ^ [c,p]o(A'"). Then for some number eo > 0 and index no, we have 
\/^^Xk+s\ > Co, for some s > s' and 1 < A; < no- Therefore 
lA-Xfc+.l^-'^'^ 
M . ( ^ 
TPfc 
< Mfe 
and consequently by equation (4.2.8) 
Umi E 
fc=l 
Mfe ^ 
Pfc 
= 0. 
Which contradicts (iii). Hence 
[ c ,M,p ]o (A- )C[c ,p ]o (A- ) . 
Theorem 4.2.3 . Let 1 < Pfc < limsup;(.pyk < oo. The inclusion 
[c,M,p]o«(A"^)C[c,p]o(A"^) 
holds if 
".P'E M J -
k=\ "-
P*: 
= OO (t,p>0). (4.2.9) 
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Proof. Let [c,M,p]^(A"') C [c,p]o(A"*). Suppose that equation (4.2.9) does not 
hold. Therefore there is a number to > 0 and an index sequence (rii) such that 
1 " i 
MJ^S iPk <N <oo i = 1,2,... (4.2.10) 
Define the sequence a; = x^ by 
Xk 
to 
0 
1 < k <ni, i — 1,2, 
k > Ui. 
Thus by equation (4.2.10),x G [c, M,p]oo(A'") but x ^ [c,p]o(A"*). Hence equation 
(4.2.9) must hold. Conversely, let (4.2.9) be satisfied, li x e [c,M,p]oo(A"*), then 
for each s and n 
n 
-E M. iA-xfc+,r 
Pk 
< N < oo. (4.2.11) 
Suppose that x e [c,p]o(A'"). Then for some number CQ > 0 there is a number SQ 
and index no, we have 
lA'^ Xfc+ l^ > Co, for s > So-
Therefore 
Mfc(f 
Pk 
C M, lA^'XA+s 
IPfc 
and hence for each k and s we get 
" i 
Mk "^ 
Pk 
< N <oo. 
for some N > 0,hy equation [4.2.1] which contradicts equation [4.2.4]. Hence 
[c,M,p]oo(A-)C[c,p]o(A-). 
Theorem 4.2.4. Let 1 < Pk < limsup^Pfc < oo. Then the inclusion 
[C,PU(A"^)C[C,M,PUA^). 
hold if 
^^"^E 
fc=i 
Mk 
tr Pk 0 it,p>0). (4.2.12) 
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Proof. Let [c,p]oo(A'") C [c,M,p]oiA"'). Suppose that equation (4.2.12) does not 
hold. Then for some to > 0 
n 
Hmiy MJ^' 
Define x = (xk) by 
fc=i •-
k—m 
Pk 
= L^0. (4.2.13) 
re—771 y 
x,=toY^{-ir[ 
v=Q ^ 
m + A; — t; — 1 
k — V 
for fc = 1,2, Thus x i [c,M,p]o(A"^) by equation (4.2.13),but x e [c,p]oo(A"'). 
Hence equation [4.2.12] must hold. 
Conversely, suppose that equation [4.2.12] hold and x G [c,p]oo(A"^). Then for 
every k and s. 
|A"^2;fe+,| < A^  < oo. 
Therefore 
by equation (4.2.12) 
M . ' ^ " " ^ ^ 
1 " 
lim - y 
77, TJ f ^ n n c=i 
M. 
P 
Hence .-r e [c, M,p]o(A™). 
Pk 
< MJ^ 
Pk 
Pk 
< 
1 " limiy Mk N iPk - 0 . 
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CHAPTER V 
SOME NEW GENERALIZED SEQUENCE 
SPACES DEFINED BY ORLICZ FUNCTIONS 
5.1. PRELIMANIRIES AND INTRODUCTION. 
Let p = (pk) be any sequence of positive real numbers, and A = (a„fc) be a 
nonregular matrix. A.Esi defined the following sequence spaces: 
W{A,M,p) = 
Wo{A,M,p) = 
W^(A,M,p) = 
a. 
*- " A; 
nk 
•nk W ^ : l i m ^ a. 
fc 
X eW : sup ^ a„fe 
M 
M 
M 
\xk-iy Pk }-'• for some p > 0 and L > 0 >, 
P 
Pk-
Pk 
0, for some p > 0 >, 
< oo, for some p > 0 
When A = (a„fc) = (C", 1) Cesaro matrix, we have the following sequence spaces 
which are generalization of the sequence spaces W(M,p), Wo{M,p), and Woo{M,p), 
defined by Parashar and Choudhary [24]: 
r 1 " 
WiM,p) ^  IxeW -.hm-Y^ n n fc=l 
Wo{M,p) =\XEW •.\im-Y" 
n n ^-^ 
^ fc=l 
r 1 " 
W^{M,p) = <^  X e H/ : sup - ^ 
fc=i 
M 
M\ 
M 
\xk - l\ Pk 
\Xk\ 
p 
Pk 
Pk 
= 0, for some p > 0 and L > 0 >, 
0, for some p > 0 >, 
< oo, for some p > 0 
When M{x) = x and A = (a„fc) = (C, 1) Cesaro matrix, we have [C, l,p], [C, l,p]o 
and [C, l,p]oo respectively. 
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5.2. MAIN RESULTS 
Theorem 5.2.1. Let p = (pk) be bounded. Then W{A,M,p), Wo{A,M,p) and 
WooiA, M,p) are linear spaces over the set of complex numbers C. 
Proof Let x, y G VFo(A, M,p) and a, /3 6 C. In order to prove the result we need to 
find some P3 > 0 such that 
infe M 
\axk + Pyk\' 
P3 
Pk 
lim 2_] 0, 
k 
Since 2;,y e VKo(>l, M,p), there exists some pi,p2 such that 
W 
0. 
and 
hm V " a„fc 
lim V" a„fc 
77. ' " ^ 
M 
M 
P2 
P2 
Pfe 
= 0. 
Pk 
0. 
Define p3=max(2)a|pi, 2\(3\p2). 
Since M is non decreasing and convex, therefore 
A; 
M 
P3 
Pfc 
< „^^ E On/k M ( i ^ + ^ 
Pfc 
/f>3 P3 
<hm^a„.-LfMfl^ + 
< D lim "S^ ttnk 
P2 
-IPfc 
Q'^ fcl 
+Z) lim V " a„fe 
n • ^ — ' 
A: 
-4- 0 as n —> oo 
P2 J 
IPk 
(from equation [1.3.2]) 
Where D = max(l, 2* '^" )^, G = supp^-
Which implies that ax + Py e Wo{A, M,p). 
Similarly we can show that W{A, M,p) and Woo(A, M,p) are hnear spaces. 
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Theorem 5.2.2. Let H = max(l,suppfe). Then Wo{A,M,p) is linear space para-
normed by 
g{x) ^'milp^ -.{S^ ttnk 
P . 
Pfc> 
< 1, n = l ,2, . . . 
Proof 
g{-x) = inf i p ^ : ( ^ Onfe 
inilp^ : I ^ Unk 
M 
M 
Xk\ Pk\ -a 
< 1, n = l,2,. . . 
Ffc 
Pk\ H 
< 1, n = l , 2 , . . . 
Since M(0) = 0 we get inf{p^} == 0 for x = 0. 
Conversely, suppose g{x) — 0, then 
This implies that for e > 0, there exists some p^ (0 < Pt < e) such that 
/ ^O-nk M \Xk\ 
Pk\ TJ 
< I y^Qnfc 
A; 
M 
Suppose x„m 7^  0 for some m. Let e —>• 0, then 
Ffe 
oo it follows that 
E ^nfc M \XT} 
Pk\ TJ 
OO. 
Which is a contradiction. Therefore Xnm = 0 for each m. Finally we show that 
scalar multiplication is continuous. Let A 7^  0 be any complex number. Then by 
definition we have 
g{\x) = inf I P^ • ( X^ O'nk :K¥) Pk\ Tf < 1 , n = l,2,... 
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inf|(|A|5)^:(^X^a„fc M(^ \Xk\ iPfc\ w < 1, n = l,2,... 
Where ^ = m 
Since |A|P" < max(l, |A|^), we have 
^(Arr) <raax(l , |A|^)*inf | s ^ : Tj^a^fc 
<max(l , |A|^)^.^(x) . 
PfcN 
< 1, n = 1 ,....} 
Therefore g{Xx) converges to zero when g(x) converges to zero in H^o(-4, M,p). 
Now let X be a fixed element in Wo(i4, M,p), then there exists p > 0 such that 
g{x) = inf i p ^ : ( ^ a „ f c M(M) Pk 
Now 
M(l^) Pk 
< 1 , n = l , 2 , . . . ^ . 
< 1, n = l,2, ^(Aa;) = inf j p ^ : f ^ Cnfc 
-)-Oas A-)-0 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 5.2.3. Let A be a nonnegative regular matrix and M be an Orlicz func-
tion which satisfies A2-condition.Then [A,p\o C Wo{A, M,p), [A,p] C W{A, M,p}, 
[A,pUcWooiAM,p). 
Proof Let x 6 [A,p], then 
n 
Sn = Y^anklxk - L\^'' -^ 0 as n -> oo 
Let e > 0 and choose S with 0 < 6 < 1 such that 
M(t) < I for 0 < t < S. Write yk = \xk — i>| and consider 
EMMwr = E+E-
fc=i 
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Where the first summation is over yk <S and the second summation is over yk > S. 
Since M is continuous, therefore 
E '^^ 'E^"* 
and for yk > 6, we use the fact that 
yfe < ^ < 1 + Ws. 
Now 2/fe < 1 + ^ and M is non decreasing, it follows that 
This implies that 
This implies that 
M ( y . ) < M ( l + | ) = M(^ + ^ ) . | . 
M(yfc )<M( | + | ) . f . 
Miyk) < |M(2) + i M ( ^ ) . 
(since M is convex function) 
Since M satisfies A2-condition,therefore 
This implies that 
This implies that 
n 
Mivk) < ^ i ^ f M(2) -f ^ K | M ( 2 ) 
< K^M(2). 
0 
Y^ < max{l,K6-'M{2))"Sr, 
nk 
fc=l 
M{\xk - L\) 
Pk 
y j + yj—>^0£is n-^ oo. 
1 2 
This implies that x e W{A, M,p). Similarly we can show that [A,p\o C WQ{A, M,p), 
[A,PUCW^{A,M,P). 
Theorem 5.2.4. 
(i) Let 0 < inf pfc < Pt < 1- Then W{A, M,p) C W{A, M) 
(ii) Let 1 <PkS^VPk < oo. Then W{A,M) C W{A,M,p) 
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(iii) Let 0 < infpk < Qk and ( f ) be bounded. Then W(A,M,q) c W{A,M,p). 
'•Pk 
Proof (i) Let x e W[A, M,p], since o < Mpk < 1, we get 
y^flnfc M \xk-iy < ^dnk 
k 
M '\Xk-l\ 
Pk 
and hence x eW[A,M]. 
(ii) Let Pfc > 1 for each k, and each e (0 < e < 1), there exists a positive integer N 
such that 
^0,nk 
k 
M ( ^ ) < € < 1 
for all n < N. This implies that 
\xk-i\\Y' 7 ^O'nk 
k 
M 
k 
fM^I^'-'IM 
Thus we get x e W{A, M,p). 
(iii) Let x e WiA, M,p). Write tk MI^ 
Ilk 
and Afc = ^. 
Since pk < Qk, therefore 0 < Afc < 1. Take 0 < A < A .^ Define 
ik ife ^ 1 
Uk = 
Vk 
0 
tk 
tk< 1. 
tk>l 
tk < 1-
4-^k „ Afc I ^.Afc So tk = Uk + Vk and t^ *" = u^* +^fc'' Now it follows that u^'' < Uk < tk, and w^ .'' < 
Therefore 
X ! ^nfcifc" <'Y^anktk+ 2I ^•^k'^'' 
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This implies that 
k 
M '\xk-l\' 
<lk £k. Ik 
< /Jflnfe M 
'\xk-ll Qk 
+ 22 '^nkVk 
k 
T A 
0 as n -^ oo Since 
X e W{A, M, q) This imphes that 
7 ^O'nk M I x k - l l ^ ^ " " 0 as n —> oo. 
This implies that x 6 W{A,M,p) 
Corollary 5.2.1 Let A = ank = {C,l) Cesaro matrix and M be an Orlicz function. 
Then 
(i) If pfc = 1 for all k and M satisfies Aa-condition then [C, l]o C Wo{M), [C, 1] C 
W^(M)and [C,lUcWoo(M). 
(ii) 1 < infpfc < pfc < 1, W(M,p) C W{M) 
(iii) If 1 < Pfc < suppfc < oo, W{M) C PF(M,p) 
(iv) If 1 < Pfc < 9fc and ( g ) is bounded, W{M,q) C W^(M,p). 
Proof (i) Consider [C7, l]o = lio, [C,1] = W, and [C, l]oo = W^oo-Let a; € PF, then 
n 
'S'n = :^  E kfc - 1^ ^ 0 as n -^ oo. 
A ; = l 
Let e > 0 and choose S with 0 < (^  < 1 such that M(t) < e for 0 < t < S. 
Write Vk ~ \xk — l\ and consider 
fc=l 1 2 
Where the first summation is over yk > S. Since M is continuous 
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E<ne. 
1 
and for yk > S, we use the fact that 
yk<f<l + f. 
Since M is non decreasing 
M{yk)<l + Ml^ 
-ihrn-
Since M is convex 
M(yfe)<iM(2) + i M 2 . f 
Since M satisfies A2-condition, therefore 
Mivk) < lKfM(2) + ^,KfM{2) 
0 
This implies that ^ < maLK{l,K5-^M{2))Sn. 
2 
i:^(kl) = E + E^o 
A : = l 1 2 
This impUes x 6 H^(M). 
Similarly we can show that [C, l]o C Wo{M) and H^oo(M) C Woo(M). 
(ii) Let X e W{M,p), since 0 < infpfc < 1 we get 
1 " 
-E 
n '^^ 
and hence x e W(M). 
M \xk -ll <- } n M kfe-^r 
n PK 
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(iii) Let Pk > I for each k and X s^upjfcpfe < oo. Let x E W{M). Then for each 
e (0 < e < 1) there exists a positive integer N such that 
n ^—' 
fc=l 
M / M < e < 1 
for all n> N. This imphes that 
1 " 
-E M ' a;fc - f r 
Pk 
< M ' Xk-l\^ 
Therefore x E W{M,p). 
(iv) Let X e W{M,q). Write 
tk = 
Take 0 < Afc < 1. Define 
M \xk-l\' 
9k 
Uk 
Vk 
tk 
0 
0 
tk 
and Afc = —. 
Qk 
tk>l 
tk< 1. 
tk>l 
tk < 1. 
So tk =Uk + Vk and ;^^ '= = it^* + f^ '' 
Now it follows that u^'' <Uk <tk, and v^'' < v^. 
Therefore 
fc=i 
This implies that x e VF(M,p). 
fe=i 
t^fc 
fe=i 
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